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A Lightweight Algorithm for Automated Forum Information Processing Wee-Yong Lim, Amit Sachan and Vrizlynn L. L. Thing Cybercrime and Security Intelligence (CSI) Department Institute for Infocomm Research, Singapore Email: {weylim, sachana, vriz}@i2r.a-star.edu.sg Abstract—The vast variety of information on web forums makes them a valuable resource for various purposes such as scam detection, national security protection and sentiment analysis. However, it is challenging to extract useful information from web forums accurately and efficiently. First, several page types exist in web forums and content is presented in different formats in these pages. Second, the content on the forum pages is stored in the form of data blocks. For the information to be meaningful, it is necessary to extract the relevant data blocks separately. The main problem with generic content extraction systems is that they cannot distinguish among various pages nor extract information with the required granularity. Although, several content extraction methods exist for web forums, these methods either do not satisfy the above requirements or use heuristics based approaches (such as assumptions on standard visual appearances, etc., resulting in limited applicability to different varieties of forum). In this paper, we propose a general and efficient content extraction method using the properties of links present in forum pages. The effectiveness of our proposed method is shown through our experimental results. keywords-content extraction; forum; DOM tree; web



I.



I NTRODUCTION



With a large amount of relatively unbiased data, web forums have become an important medium for users to browse and post information on subjects of their interest. The vast amount of unbiased and emerging data make them very valuable for purposes such as scams detection, national security protection and user opinion mining. However, it remains a challenging problem to efficiently extract forum data due to the following reasons. First, information in different types of forum pages are presented in different formats. In list-of-thread pages, the information is in the form of links to the list-of-post pages and their descriptions. While in list-of-post pages, the information is in the form of user posts, and associated meta data (e.g. time of post, user information). Therefore, during the extraction of information from a forum page, the page type must be priory known. Second, information in forum pages is generally stored in independent regions of content. For the extracted content to be intelligible, the granularity of the content extraction should be to the level of the independent content regions. Therefore, content extraction methods need to be able to extract the forum data accurately regardless of the page type and to the granularity of the individual threads and posts. Several different methods of content extraction exist for general web pages and forums. Most of these methods usually extract the content by identifying the regions that are rich in



text density [1], by relying on machine learning techniques [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] or by detecting the differentiable visual attributes [7], [8], [9]. However, these methods are either unable to distinguish among different types of pages in web forums and are suitable only for the list-of-post page content extraction, or are too computationally and labor intensive. In addition, the achievable granularity of the content extraction is not at the level of the individual threads and posts. In this paper, we propose a lightweight content extraction method using only links and text information in the forum pages. The proposed method is able to accurately extract the content present in the different forum page types in individual data regions. Our experimental results show the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm in terms of the ability to accurately extract data from all page types in web forums. A point to note is that our proposed algorithm in this paper is pertaining to content extraction and does not identify the specific page type. Instead, we rely on our previous work on forum crawling [10] to do so. Other forum crawling techniques [11], [12], [13] can also be used to traverse through a given forum site. In Section II, we discuss the existing works related to content extraction. In Section III, we describe the preliminaries required for this work, follow by the challenges involved in Section IV, and our proposed algorithm for web forum content extraction in Section V. Finally, experimental results and conclusions are presented in Sections VI and VII respectively. II.



R ELATED W ORK



Several works exist that attempt to extract data from web pages and forums. The first approach is wrapper based [2], [3], [4], [5], and uses supervised machine learning to learn data extraction rules from the positive and negative samples. The structural information of the sample web pages is utilized to classify similar data records according to their subtree structure. However, this approach is inflexible and non-scalable due to its web site template dependency. Manual labeling of the sample pages is also extremely labor intensive and time consuming, and has to be repeated even for pages within the same site due to varying intra-site templates. Another approach [7], [8] is the reliance on the web page visual attributes. The web pages are rendered by the web browser to ascertain the data structure on different pages. Features such as the positioning of the information units, the cell sizes, the font characteristics and the font colors are analysed to understand the semantic meaning of the contents based on the assumption that content rendering by the browser



ensures human understandable output format. The results based on the data structure inference from the visual attributes are observed to be at 81% and 68% for the precision and recall measurement, respectively. In [9], the authors identify different data blocks based on the differences in their visual styles such as the width, height, background color and font. The disadvantage of the visual attribute based approach is the need to render the web pages during both the learning and extraction phases, which is computationally expensive. Probabilistic model approaches take into consideration the semantic information in the web sites and generate models to aid in the data extraction. In [14], the authors observed certain strongly linked sequence characteristics among web objects of the same type across different web sites. They presented a twodimensional conditional random fields model to incorporate the two-dimensional neighborhood interactions of the web objects so as to detect and extract product information from web pages. In [8], the same authors presented a new model of hierarchical conditional random fields to couple the data record detection and attribute labeling phases to benefit from the semantics availability in the attribute labeling phase. However, these two approaches assume an adequate availability of semantic information specific to the domain type of the web sites (e.g. product information sites in this case). In [15], the authors proposed parsing the web page to form a tag tree based on the start and end tags. The primary content region is located by extracting the minimal subtree which contains all the objects of interest. Three features, namely the fanout, content size and tag count, are relied upon to choose the correct subtree. However, the evaluation of [15] in [16] shows that the proposed methods could not obtain good results in the data extraction from web pages. In [16], the authors proposed an algorithm to only consider nodes with a tree depth of at least three (derived from the observation of web page contents), and extract the data region based on nodes with a high string-based similarity [17]. However, the proposed algorithm requires a training phase to derive the string-based similarity threshold and is specific to different web sites. In [1], the authors rely on text density and composite text density measurements to support content extraction. Text density is the ratio of the number of characters to the number of tags in a region. The basis for using text density is that the text regions in a page generally contain a higher text ratio as compared to the other regions. Composite text density is computed by taking into consideration the noise due to hyperlinks, and gives a high score for the content containing a low number of hyperlinks (indicating region of interest). However, this method is not applicable to board and listof-thread page content extraction. In addition, the achievable granularity of the content extraction from the post pages is not to the required level of individual posts, which is desired in forum data extraction. In [6], the authors proposed generating the sitemap, which is a directed graph representing the forum site, by first sampling 2000 pages. The vertices of the graph represent the pages, while the edges denote the links between the pages. The authors then proposed extracting three features, which are the i) inner-page feature to capture characteristics such as the presence of time information, and whether the elements on a page are aligned by rendering via a web browser to



identify elements’ locations and whether the time information present a special order (i.e. to identify post records due to its sequential post time order), ii) inter-vertex feature to capture site-level knowledge such as to indicate if a vertex leads to another vertex with post pages and whether their joining edge is defined as a post link, and iii) inner-vertex feature to capture the alignment of nodes within a vertex such as whether they share a similar DOM path and tag attributes, from the sampled pages. Based on the extracted features, Markov Logic Network models are generated for each forum site. However, manual labeling of the sample pages is required in the training phase and is extremely labor intensive and time consuming. In addition, the sitemap construction and feature extraction processes have to be carried out during the operation phase and therefore, create a bottleneck during information extraction. Pretzsch et al. [18] proposed a method of extracting useful content from web forums. The proposed approach consists of following steps: i) Downloading all the pages in a web forum, ii) finding the list-of-post pages by performing clustering on all the downloaded pages, iii) extracting the useful information the list-of-post pages. The clustering process uses the fact that post pages are in the largest amount in web forums and the largest cluster is chosen as the cluster for the list-of-post pages. This process of finding the list-of-post pages has several drawbacks. First, it requires downloading all the pages in a web forum, which may be inefficient in terms of bandwidth and processing. Second, in web forums, many duplicate pages containing the same information exist and the content may be extracted from duplicate pages. To identify the post regions, the authors divide pages into small segments based on HTML markup. Then the tag path (similar to XPath) of these segments is determined. Finally, a tag distance based clustering is used and the tag paths representing the biggest cluster are used. The approach used in the paper to determine the block segments may be error prone as it considers several heuristics rules on content structure in post regions, which may not be applicable to individual posts in all the forums or may lead to many false positives. III.



P RELIMINARIES



A. Traversal Path A traversal path represents the hierarchical order of the sequence in which the pages on a web forum should be accessed. The traversal path typically starts from the board page, followed by the middle hierarchy pages and finally ends at the list-of-post pages. The first pages of each type of page are collectively referred to as skeleton pages, which may be linked to multiple skeleton-flipping pages via page-flipping links. This path is represented in Figure 1. A method to obtain the traversal path for a given web forum is discussed in our previous work [10]. First, links are extracted from a handful of random pages. Then, pre-defined rules signatures are generated for the links, and links with the same signature are placed in the same cluster. A second level of clustering is then performed to obtain the common keywords from the links within each cluster, thereby characterizing each of them via a signature and common keyword. Each cluster is assumed to correspond to a particular type of page (referred to as a vertex). An URL is said to be matching a vertex if they have the same signature and common keyword. In this work,



1. Identification of reference links for list-of-post pages: List-of-post pages (and their skeleton-flipping pages) are at the end of the traversal path but the reference links for the list-ofpost pages are absent from the traversal path (as represented in Figure 1). Therefore, we need to devise a method to obtain the reference links for the list-of-post pages. 2. Content extraction for the last reference link on a page: Data region for content extraction is determined using reference links as markers (see Section V). However, for the last data region in a page, there exists no more subsequent reference link to indicate the end of the data region. Extracting data from the last reference link till the end of the page will lead to redundant extracted data. It is better to terminate the extraction properly for the last data region in the page.



Fig. 1.



Organization of web forums



we assume that the traversal path, represented as a sequence of vertices, is already generated by using our previous work in [10] and therefore, the relevant types of pages can be downloaded using the crawler. B. Data Regions of Interest & Reference links Data regions of interest refer to the independent areas on different forum pages that contain useful content necessary for analysis purpose. Each of such content region shall contain a reference link indicating the presence of the content region. For list-of-thread pages, such links will point to the subsequent listof-posts pages. For list-of-post pages, such links are usually bookmark links to each individual post or links to display individual post separately. C. DOM tree & XPaths A web page is a nested tree of HTML tags, which can be represented by a document object model (DOM) tree. HTML tags forms the element nodes, their attributes form the attribute nodes and text contents form the text nodes. XPaths are used to identify nodes’ position in the DOM tree. The XPath of a node is the sequence of the tags starting from the root node to the node itself, in the DOM tree. Numbers are used to distinguish among the nodes having the same tag sequence. For example, if there are  nodes nested within 









, the XPaths are  and 
 for the first and second node respectively. IV.



P ROBLEM D EFINITION



The objective of content extraction is to determine the data regions of interest in different pages in order to extract the content from these data regions. In this work, we use reference links for the identification of each data regions in forum pages. Although the concept is straightforward, several challenges enumerated below are present in practice.



3. Dealing with different formats of reference links: Reference links of the same page type may not share a single signature and common substring, due to them having different URL formats. In such cases, content may not be properly extracted from the web page. Additional means need to be considered to extract the content in such cases. 4. Dealing with reference links within the content: Reference links may exist within the user-generated content in web pages. This situation may lead to a wrong interpretation of data regions and produce erroneously broken-up data regions. 5. Dealing with misalignments in the content: Using only reference links as basis for content extraction may lead to nonextraction of content before the reference link in a given data region or extraction of content from the next data region before the next data region’s reference link. As such, important fields such as date of post or author name may be misaligned. V.



P ROPOSED A LGORITHM



In this section, we present our proposed algorithm to extract the content from different types of pages in web forums. The algorithm works in two phases namely, the training phase and the actual content extraction phase. During the training phase, we first identify the signature and common keyword for the reference links on the post pages. We then find the dominant XPath for the reference links and page-flipping links for each type of pages and subsequently identify the best XPath for differentiating between the different content regions in the page. Finally, the contents can then be extracted appropriately in discrete units during the actual content extraction phase. A. Training Phase 1) Reference Link Identification: Reference links for listof-post pages refer to the links that uniquely identify the different posts on the page. For example, the reference link www.scam.com/showpost.php?p=1147747&postcount=1 with its anchor text “#1” uniquely identifies the first post within the page. To obtain the signature and common substring identifiers for the post pages, we use the clusters obtained during the traversal path generation process [10]. 2) Dominant XPaths Extraction: Reference links are usually in a standard position in forum pages. XPaths are related to the position of elements in a web page and can be exploited to represent such similarity in the positions of these links in the page. Given the XPaths of the reference links, the dominant



XPath is a sequence of tags that can be matched against the majority of the links’ XPaths. This dominant XPath is to identify the reference links and page-flipping links even if their URL structures (signature or common keyword) do not match the URL structures of the previously obtained reference links. Specifically, we first obtain the respective reference links’ XPaths ignoring the numbers. The same sequence of tags is often shared by the XPaths of reference links in the same type of pages, but there could exist noisy links that are falsely identified as reference links. However, in practice, the most common XPath within the set can effectively be used as the dominant XPath. For each hierarchy, tags that are at a fixed position will retain the number (if any), while tags at different positions will have the wildcard symbol ‘*’ replacing the number to indicate the variable positions. To illustrate the whole process, consider the small example below. Example 1: Given XPaths of 5 links: XP ath1 = XP ath2 = XP ath3 = XP ath4 = XP ath5 =



The most frequent tag sequence is obtained from XP ath2..5 , giving the dominant XPath 	. B. Content Extraction Using Links & XPaths 1) Using reference links as markers for content regions in page: When given a page, the task of the crawler in this work is to extract the relevant user generated content (i.e. threads/posts and associated meta-data) and the skeletonflipping links. Both tasks require the identification of relevant URLs. But while the latter tasks simply requires the storing of the links, the former task entails additional processing to extract the relevant contents in the page. This section describe in detail the algorithms involved in achieving these tasks, using the signature, common keyword and dominant XPath for the reference links obtained during the training phase. In scrapping data from a forum site, the required content to be extracted on each page is naturally dependent on the page type. Typically, the relevant content to be extracted from a list-of-thread page are the links to the subsequent list-ofpost pages and the meta-data for each of such links. While the content to be extracted from a list-of-post page are the user-generated post content themselves. Fortunately, given the difference in the type of content present in different page type and the intrinsic structured nature of forum sites, identifying the type of page while crawling a forum site is usually possible. To support the content extraction process, vertices information present in the traversal path [10] is assumed available here. The proposed approach first traverse through the DOM tree of the page in a depth-first, pre-order manner, seeking for non-spurious links whose  anchor tag matches any of the required vertices for the current page type or XPath matches the associated dominant XPath of the vertex. Links that satisfy either of such conditions and are further evaluated to be nonspurious can then have the content in their subtrees extracted.



Referring to the traversal path (Figure 1), it is clear that such anchor nodes would either be links to skeleton-flipping pages or to the next skeleton pages. Extracted links to skeletonflipping pages are simply stored in a URL queue (or equivalent, depending on the crawler design) for the crawler to service in the future, whilst extracted links to the next skeleton pages serve as markers for a content region to be extracted. 2) Eliminating spurious links: In practice, it is common for spurious reference links to be present within a content region itself. For example, links are frequently found amongst the text of content in users’ posts, appearing as false markers for new content regions during the extraction process (see Section IV). To eliminate such spurious links in this work, the amount of text content in sibling text nodes are verified to be lowered than a pre-set threshold before the link is regarded as a valid reference link. This is driven by the observation that in general, reference links remain well separated from user-generated text (in the web page’s DOM tree representation), and hence, if observed otherwise, they can be regarded as spurious. 3) Region XPath for identifying start of content region: Pertaining to points 2, 4 and 5 in Section IV, it is apparent that obtaining reliable dominant XPaths and identifiers for the reference links may still be insufficient for addressing the the challenges of over-extraction for last content region on a page, under-extraction due to the presence of reference link within the content regions and misalignment of data before the reference link. These are dealt by deriving a region XPath based on a common truncated XPath for the content regions. Nodes in each content region share a common region XPath and this region XPath is different between the different content regions in the page. As such, this can be exploited to selectively reject data from other content regions during the extraction process. The region XPath is derived from the dominant XPath of the reference link by first identifying the wildcard tag (i.e. tag with ‘*’) with the highest variability in sibling count (i.e. position in the dominant XPaths where most of the URLs are different), and then removing all subsequent tags. For example, the list item 

	 tag will be identified as the tag with the largest variability in sibling count in Example 1. The region XPath, thus, marks the sub-tree to the distinct content regions in the page. A termination condition can be set to stop a current extraction for a content region on encountering a node which resides outside the sub-tree indicated by the region XPath. It is assumed that the identified (non-spurious) reference URLs in the page are child nodes within the sub-trees identified by the region XPath during the content extraction process. Otherwise, the extraction can proceed using the reference URLs and dominant XPaths directly instead. For example, the first posts in post pages in scamwarners.com have different number of tags in its XPath as compared to rest of the posts. So, the dominant and region XPaths are calculated using the posts other than the first post (as these are in the majority). 4) Extracting Content: The actual content extraction process extracts data in each of the content region is via a depthfirst, pre-order traversal starting from each node corresponding to the appropriate region/dominant XPath and/or identifiers for the reference links as explained above. Such a traversal manner is important in the content extraction process as each content region (regardless of thread/post)
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Pages



Total Threads



419legal.org exposeascam.com movingscam.com scam.com forum.scampatrol.org scamwarners.com scamvictimsunited.com scamfound.com realscam.com



100 100 100 100 24 100 75 100 78



2065 1830 3006 4681 872 4741 3066 9578 1301



TABLE I.



Extracted Threads 2065 1830 3006 4680 872 4741 3066 9576 1301



Positive 2065 1830 3006 4680 872 4741 3066 9576 1301



C ONTENT EXTRACTION FOR SAMPLE LIST- OF - THREADS PAGES



Forum 419legal.org exposeascam.com movingscam.com scam.com forum.scampatrol.org scamwarners.com scamvictimsunited.com scamfound.com realscam.com



TABLE II. Fig. 2.



Total Posts 312 141 546 295 498 299 417 100 1979



Extracted Posts 312 141 546 295 498 301 417 100 1980



Positive 312 141 546 295 498 299 417 100 1973
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DOM tree traversal for information extraction



are assumed to be encapsulated within one or more sub-trees in the DOM tree representation of the web page. The region Xpath, reference links identifiers and/or dominant XPaths serve as indicators for identifying content regions in the page. On encountering such indicators when traversing through the DOM tree representation, the content is extracted till the next indicator is encountered or a termination condition have been reached. Extracted content is then saved as an unit of data in a database and this process is repeated for subsequent content regions in the page. The process is illustrated using Example 2 and corresponding DOM tree in Figure 2. Example 2: Referring to Figure 2, extraction of a content region starts from the identification of the region XPath, corresponding to the list item tag  . The extraction algorithm then traverse in a depth-first, pre-order manner to extract the reference link itself (Reference node 1), links and text content within box 1 and subsequently, the text in box 2. Extraction for current content region stops on encountering the subsequent content region indicator in . It is noted that typically only text and link contents are extracted, while structural and list tags such as those in box 3 are ignored in this work. VI.



E XPERIMENT AND A NALYSIS



This section presents the experimental results for the proposed content extraction algorithm on list-of-threads and listof-posts pages from nine scam related web forums. An initial experiment was set up where a crawler was utilized to traverse the sites using their known traversal paths [10]. Contents are extracted during the crawling process and stored according to their page type. Extracted contents from 100 sampled listof-threads and 100 list-of-posts pages per forum were then inspected and the results reported in Tables I, II. For smaller forum sites which do not have 100 list-of-threads pages, all the available list-of-threads pages are used as indicated in Table I. The content extraction algorithm for both thread and post records achieve excellent results in the different forums. The average recall and precision rate for the thread extraction is



99.99% and 100% respectively. The unextracted threads is due to their short thread titles not satisfying the heuristic condition of at least 8 characters. The average recall and precision rate for the post extraction is 99.97% and 99.87% respectively. All the missing posts are from a single list-of-posts page in www.realscam.com having unusual XPaths that were different from that of all other posts in the forum. False positives are due to false extractions for reference links within the user-generated post content. The excellent result is due to the consistent structure present in pages within each forum site. Hence, we believe that reference links, together with the XPath information, serve as useful indicators for extracting post records in forum sites. Although the extraction quality can be thoroughly verified manually in the above experiment, the relatively small sample of pages may not be sufficiently representative and the results are very sensitive to inclusion or exclusion of few pages. This is especially true while extracting at the site level where a high recall in detecting threads is necessary. Hence, further experiments are done to extract the content from the entire websites. The correct number of threads and posts in the forums is calculated (or approximated) using statistics provided on the board page of the forums. On some forums, we observed less number of threads and posts as compared to the statistics provided on website. In such cases, whenever detected, we have accordingly adjusted the ‘Total threads’ and ‘Total posts’ fields in Tables III and IV respectively. These are compared against the the number of extracted posts (and threads) and number of true positive posts (and threads). Table III summarizes the quantitative results obtained for extraction of threads, indicating a high precision rate close to 100% for all the forums. Only a single false positive thread is identified for 419legal.org. The false positive is due to a link having similar signature and keyword as that of thread reference URL and also occurs in a list of thread page. Due to the hierarchical structure of most forum sites, any slight decrease in the recall rate may cause a significantly large number of subsequent missing posts during the extraction.



Hence it is clear that a good recall rate is essential to having a reliably forum crawler. To this end, experiments show a recall rate in the range of 99.88% to 100%, extracting most of the links to the list-of-posts in the forum. Table IV summarizes the results obtained for the extraction of posts. The precision for the sites ranges from 99.90% to 100%. Further investigation indicated that the false positives are caused by wrong reference link selection and existence of the reference links within the posts. Although, heuristics such as the elimination of spurious links and threshold on amount of anchor text are used, a few false positives still remains.



lightweight links and XPath properties, as compared to existing methods, which use relatively costly (e.g. visual, partial tree alignment) pattern recognition based methods. Experiment on an initial small set of sample pages indicate high recall and precision rates, while extraction capability remains reasonably well for further experiments on the full forum sites. R EFERENCES [1]
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The recall rate in the range of 97.71% to 100% for all the forums used in the experiments. Several reasons for missing posts in different forums have been identified. In exposeascam. com and realscam.com, the main reason for missing posts is non-matching of the reference URLs or page-flipping links in a page with the reference URL format and dominant XPath. In exposeascam.com, there exist only a few page-flipping links for the post pages. This prevents the learning of page-flipping link’s XPath during the XPath learning as no post page-flipping are seen during the training causing the crawler to skip posts in a few of the page-flipping pages.
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